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What was your organisational need?

Being a students’ union, a lot of our work is based around completing projects, running 
campaigns or initiatives and delivering events for the benefit of our customers (students). 
Through our internal needs analysis and the observation of practice, it become apparent 
that there was no clearly agreed project management process, limited staff knowledge 
and skills for managing projects, and inconsistent evaluation and records of past projects. 
The organisation needed a clear process of project planning and evaluating, and staff were 
craving to acquire the skills and knowledge to plan, deliver and evaluate effectively.

What was your solution?

In the wider organisational context, a clear simple project management process and 
accompanying documentation has been devised. Within the remit of L&D, a 10-week A 
to B: Project Management programme was born. The aim of the programme was to share 
the organisational expectations and equip the teams delivering projects with the skills and 
knowledge for effective project management.

Case Study

Creating the A to B Project Management 
Development programme at the University 

of Southampton Students’ Union

Learning and Development Advisor Margarita Stanelik explains 
how she overcame several challenges to create a hugely successful 

project management development programme.
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The programme name emerged from our 
team conversations about the purpose of 
L&D, where we said that we are trying to get 
staff from A to B in terms of performance. 
The name stuck! Accompanied by leaflets, 
emails and team meeting shout-outs, it 
gained an identity and was frequently 
referred to inside and outside the sessions.

The promotion of the programme started 
at our Annual Staff Conference in January 
2017, where each member of staff received 
a two-page leaflet outlining the programme, 
followed by email communications (with 
the same brand) and team meetings which 
allowed us to consolidate staff members’ 
understanding of the programme and 
resulted in additional sign-ups. 

In one team meeting, 90% of the team raised 
their hands to indicate that they wanted to 
take part in the programme, and their line 
manager agreed to move a weekly meeting 
slot, which would have coincided with A to 
B face-to-face sessions.

The programme first ran in February-April 
2017. We had an overwhelming initial uptake 
by 20 staff members, with 10 completing the 
programme in its entirety. A to B is currently 
half-way through its third running, meaning 
that by September 2018 a total of 31 (out 
of 87) staff members will have been through 
the programme in its entirety and another 10 
will have attended some of it.

 

What were your greatest challenges 
creating the A to B programme and what 
were your solutions?

We were aware that similar, although 
considerably shorter, programmes had been  
attempted previously with very limited 

L&D at the University of 
Southampton Students’ 
Union: Meet the team
Margarita Stanelik, Learning and 
Development Advisor, currently oversees 
L&D for 87 core staff, 300 support staff 
(temporary staff working from outlets) 
and 1,000 volunteers, and beyond.

The L&D team evolved from the training 
team in 2016, initially as a two-person 
outfit, becoming part of the wider HR 
department of three in 2017.

They provide online compliance 
training and skills specific face-to-
face and blended programmes for 
staff such as: Coaching for Staff/
Managers; A to B: Project Management; 
The A to Lead: Sabbatical Officer 
Development; Induction programme; 
Staff competencies development; and a 
wellbeing campaign.

Some of the courses and resources are 
created completely in-house to align 
with organisational values, context and 
processes. They also use eLearning 
from the Charity Learning Consortium 
and a wealth of free resources such as 
TED talks. This blended approach of 
face-to-face, online and coaching works 
particularly well for teams.
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engagement, resulting in a reputational legacy we were keen to change. Linking it to the 
needs analysis findings, building relationships with individuals and teams and having a 
clear plan of how the programme was going to be promoted have helped with initial and 
sustained engagement.

Although the L&D team had some knowledge of project management, it was largely limited. 
Therefore, ensuring that the input participants received was informative, applicable and 
high quality was a challenge. It was solved through resource curation from Lynda.com, 
MindTools, TED, LinkedIn and a course on project management on FutureLearn. These 
helped us become somewhat subject matter experts and adapt ideas to our own internal 
organisational processes and needs.

Another continuing challenge in delivering the programme was ensuring that all programme 
participants engaged with the pre-course materials on the LMS before arriving at the face-
to-face sessions, which were meant to review the concepts/good practice and apply them 
in practice. Motivated learners always do this but the less so may skip this vital step.

Including quizzes in face-to-face sessions, rewarding/complimenting the proactive ones, 
providing verbal and email reminders about the materials being available, asking participants 
to post something on the group forum for the programme have been some of the techniques 
used to resolve this challenge.

“The Consortium is keen to ensure that its LMS and eLearning 
content work for your organisational context, and are readily 

available for support, training and feedback via phone or email.”
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What has been the benefit and impact? Are there any tangible results?

The result has been increased staff project management knowledge and skills, as identified 
by the programme participants themselves after the programme. This has resulted in much 
more rigorous planning of projects, campaigns and events, which has in turn led to delivering 
greater reach, impact and satisfaction, captured by our activity/campaign/project evaluations.

Anecdotally, programme participants remarked that they felt they ‘spoke the same language’ 
when working with other A to B alumni following programme completion, as opposed to 
with those who hadn’t completed it.

Members of staff who work closely with or manage volunteers have suggested running a ‘mini-A 
to B’ or elements of the wider programme to their volunteer groups as a way of perpetuating 
the good practice set in place.

Behaviourally, it is music to our ears to hear from participants that they needed to set clear 
goals, consider project constraints, consult stakeholders and produce the Project End Report!

As for L&D, it has definitely changed how staff members perceive the team and what it does, 
which has encouraged more collaborative initiatives in spreading the offer to our volunteers, 
and also led to increased sign-ups for other L&D initiatives.

To sustain the community of practice of project managers that emerged as a result of the 
programme, a monthly A to B alumni catch-up has been requested, and has now been 
running for 16 months, as a way of sharing best practice and acquiring new tools and 
techniques. Seeing the value of offering blended programmes, our A to Lead: Leadership 
Development programme was launched in July 2017, combining face-to-face sessions, 
mentoring, online materials and self-reflection.

“All Charity Learning Consortium staff are incredibly 
approachable, enthusiastic, professional and experts in  

their field, and sometimes it feels like they are an extension  
of your internal L&D/HR team!” 


